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1. The similarities between martingale convergence theory and pointwise ergodic theory
are now well known [5, 7, 9, 10]. In [5] the similarity between the proofs of the Hopf-
Dunford-Schwartz individual ergodic theorem and the martingale convergence theorem is
systematically exploited to produce very general " maximal ergodic " inequalities for certain
sequences of contractions on Z^-spaces. A different approach by Rota [10] and Rao [9] leads
to a unified convergence theory for martingales and Abel limits. Bishop [1] has produced
" upcrossing" inequalities which yield both the Chacon-Ornstein theorem [4] and the
martingale convergence theorem.

In the present note a " ratio limit " theorem, or analogue of the Chacon-Ornstein result
is proved for certain sequences of positive contractions on Ll. The proof is based upon
Hopf's proof [4] of the Chacon-Ornstein theorem and is in the spirit of the analogy exploited
in [5]. The set where convergence obtains is characterised in the case when the contractions
are also projections. This is true when we are dealing with decreasing martingales, so that
the present theorem can be regarded as a " ratio " martingale convergence theorem.

In the last section the ratio limit theorem is applied to sequences of contractive projections
satisfying a uniform integrability condition, to prove an extension of the Doob martingale
convergence theorem. The treatment here was suggested by a paper of Ito [6] on the individual
ergodic theorem, though the method of proof here differs substantially from his methods.

I should like to thank my supervisor, Dr David Edwards, for suggesting this problem and
for his valuable guidance throughout. I am also indebted to Dona Strauss and Fred Yeadon
for many interesting conversations on the material in the last section.

2. A " maximal ergodic " lemma. Let (J2, 3S, n) be a complete cr-finite measure space
and let L1 = L\Cl, /?, n) denote the space of (equivalence classes of) ^-integrable real-valued
functions on Q. A contraction Tis a linear operator T:Ll-*Ll with | T| ^ ̂  1. A sequence
of contractions {Tn}n^Q on Ll'KC^Wad decreasing if Tn+1 Tn = rn+1foralln ^ 0 . By induction,
this implies that TmTn = Tm for all m > n. In particular, iffeL1 and Tnf= E(J\@n), where
the ff-subalgebras 3Sn of 36 are decreasing with n, {Tn} is a decreasing sequence of contractive
projections on L1. For decreasing sequences of contractions on Ll, we prove an inequality
that is analogous to the maximal ergodic theorem [4, 5] both in statement and proof.
(Throughout, B' = Q\B, for any B £ fi.)

LEMMA 1. Let {Tn}n^0 be a decreasing sequence of positive contractions on L1, and, for
feL1, let Af = {co: limsup(Tn/)(co) > 0}. Let BcAfbe measurable. Then

f fdn+\ f+d(i^0.
JB JB'
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' Proof. Define h0 =/, hi+l=T,h?-hr 0 = 0, 1,2, ...)• Then h?+1-hr+l = T,h?-hr,
and so

*f+i£*f, (0

since 7*, ̂  0 and the decomposition g = g+ —g~ is minimal. Also ht — hi+1 — hf — T,hf =
(t — T,)h,+. Hence, by summation of the first n of these equations, we obtain

/-/.„="£ a - « . (2)
i = 0

But {rn} is decreasing; so

TJ=Tnhtt + Tn ( Y (1 - T,)/^) = Tn hn. (3)
V = o /

Hence
TJ^Tn h: = C ,+(/)„-- /£•• t). (4)

For given e > 0, let B™ = {co: (Tm f)(a>) > E} and let Be = lim sup B™. Then (4) implies that, for
I I - * 00

each aeB?, we have either (a) h++ 1(co)>0 (and hence h~+ i((o) = 0) or (b) (h~ — h~+ ^(co) > e.
Ifcoe Bt, then (a) or (b) must hold for infinitely many m. We show that, if (b) holds infinitely
often on a set #„ £ Bc, then fi(Nt) = 0. Choose co such that f~((o) < oo. As f~((o) =
/io(cu) ^ /Jm(co) ^ h~+1((o) ^ 0, (b) can only hold finitely often for co, since otherwise there is
a subsequence {m,} of natural numbers such that/~(co)^ re+h^r{(o) for each r2i 1, and
hence, choosing r so large that f~(co) < re, we obtain the contradiction h~r(cci) < 0. So
Ne £ 2?en{co :f~(a>) = oo}, which is /i-null. Hence there is a null set NB £ 5, such that (a)

OO

holds for infinitely many values of m at each point of B\Ne. But As = \J BUn; so the null
1n= 1

set N = N Ni/. 's such that ftn"(cu)|O throughout Af\N. Nowf+h; = / in
++E ( 1 - ^ * , *

n=l i=0
by (2); so

| (/+ /.-)dfi = Un
+ d/< + "E I (l - T,)/^ rf^ s K + d^ ^ o,

as the Tt are positive contractions. Now let B £ Af (Be3§). Then

so that JB/^JU+JB'/ + ^A*+JB'C'rT — ̂ o")<̂ M ^ ~\BK dy.. But h~-h^ ^ 0 everywhere and
h; | 0 a.e. on B. So J B / ^ + 1 B ' / + dp. ^ 0.

COROLLARY 1. Given e > 0. /̂7/» //ie hypotheses of Lemma 1, fAere w a function heeLl

and an integer n0 = no(e) such that

(iii) $Bh;dn<e for all Be@,B£Af, (iv) Tmf= Tmhe for all m>n0.
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Proof. As h~ | 0 a.e. in Af, choose n0 such that jh~ dfx<e and let hc = hno; (ii) follows
from equation (2), since

f (/- /.„) dn = V J(i - W dfi z o

and (iv) follows from equation (3).

3. The ratio limit theorem. Analogously to the proof of the Chacon-Ornstein theorem
in [4], the following theorem now follows from Lemma 1.

THEOREM 1. If {Tn}n^0 is a decreasing sequence of positive contractions in Ll, then, for
allfeL1, peLl

+, lim [(Tn/)(a))/(rnp)(co)] exists and is finite a.e. (//) in
n-»oo

Bp = {co: liminf(Tn/>)(«) > 0}.
n-»co

Proof. Note that we may assume/^ 0.
We first apply Lemma 1 to (J-ap) for a > 0 to find J £ ( / - a p ) ^ + j£ '( /-op)+ dfi S 0,

where

£ = Bpn{<o: p(a) > 0}n|co: l i m s u p ^ ^ = +oo 1.

Hence $(f—ap)+dn^.jE(f—ap)~ dp. Letting a -» oo, we obtain n(E) = 0. So

oo.

To show that, for any pair a, beSt,a<b, the set

is /i-null, we apply the inductive procedure of [4, Lemma 5], using the function h whose
existence is guaranteed by Corollary 1. To see that Tnh/Tnp has the same limit behaviour as
Tnf\Tnp, we note that Tn{h-bp) = Tn{f-bp) for all« > no(e). Similarly, we find / ' as in
[4] and again Tnf = Tnh = Tnf for sufficiently large n. Now n(A) = 0 follows exactly as
in [4]. This procedure, when applied to all pairs of rationals a, b with a < b gives convergence
a.e. {pi) to a finite limit on the set Bpn{co :p(co) > 0}. But, for any « ^ 0, let fx = Tnf
Pl = Tnp; then TmfJTmPl = Tmf/TmPwheneverm > wand Tmp > 0. So lim (TmfJTmPl) =

m->a>

lim (Tmf/Tmp) exists and is finite a.e. (n) on the set Bpn{co : (Tnp(<o) > 0}. As Tmp > 0
m-»oo

infinitely often on Bp, we have proved the convergence on all of Bp.

4. Contractive projections. We proceed to identify the set Bp in the case when {Tn}ni0

is a decreasing sequence of pairwise commuting contractive projections. The set of all
contractive projections on L1 is partially ordered by the relation ^ defined by P ^ Q if and
only if PQ = P = QP and a decreasing sequence of projections is decreasing in this ordering.
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Define the support of a measurable function/by S(f) = {<x> :/(<w) ^ 0}. Then we have:

LEMMA 2. Let f geL\ and let T be a positive linear operator on L1. Then S(f) £

Proof. Put/,, =f/\ng. Then Tfn ^ nTg, as T is positive and linear. Hence S(Tfn) £
S(Tg). By [8, Lemma 3.9], S(f)^S(g) if and only if fn}f. Hence TfJTf and so
S(Tf) = {JS(Tfn)£S(Tg).

n

To apply Lemma 2 to a decreasing sequence {Pnj of contractive projections, let heL1,
h > 0 a .e. Oi). By Lemma 2, if # e R{Pn), then S (#) £ S (Pn h). ButPn+lh = PnPn+i he R(Pn);
so S(P n + 1 A)£ S(Pnh) and so {SCP,,/;)} is a decreasing sequence of sets. As Pn ̂  0,
S(Pnh) = {co : (Pnh)(m) > 0} and so Theorem 1 becomes

THEOREM 2. //" {Pn} « a decreasing sequence of positive contractive projections on V and
if feV, heL1 and h > Oa.e. 00> then lim [(Pn f)(co)l(Pn h)(co)~] ejewte o«rf is finite a.e. 00 /«

n s(pKh).
n= 1

5. Application: Almost everywhere convergence for projections. In this section we follow
the lead of Ito [6] and use the ratio theorem to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let (fl, 3ft, n) be a probability space and let {Pn} be a decreasing sequence of
pairwise commuting positive contractive projections on Ll{Cl, 38, fi). If the sequence {Pnl},
where 1 denotes the function taking constant value 1 fi-a.e., is uniformly integrable, then the
sequence {Pnf} converges /.i-a.e. for any feL1.

We need two lemmas. The first asserts the existence of a positive contraction P on Ll,
commuting with the Pn and which is their limit in the strong operator topology. The statement
and proof are close to that in [4], but we give the proof for the sake of completeness.

LEMMA 3. There is a positive contraction P on Ll such that PnP = PPn for all n, and
Pn -»P in the strong operator topology.

Proof. As {Pn\} is a uniformly integrable sequence, the set {/>„ 1} is weakly sequentially
compact, hence conditionally weakly compact, by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem [3, p. 430].
As in [6, Lemmas 1 and 2], for any Be@, the set {PniB} is conditionally weakly compact,
since 0 g XB ^ 1 implies 0 ^ j B ^ P J for all n. So the set of all feL1 such that {/>„ / }
is conditionally weakly compact is total in L1. But this implies that it is all of V, since a set
of this kind is a closed linear manifold [3, Chapter II, 3.30].

Fix feL1. Let 0(/) be the (strongly) closed convex hull of {Pnf}. 0(/) is weakly
compact, and is mapped into itself by {/*„}; hence we may apply the Markov-Kakutani fixed
point theorem [3, Chapter V, 10.6] to deduce the existence of a fixed point geL1. Now for

k k

given e > 0 there is a convex combination £ A, Pm f such that | g — £ Xt Pm / II < e. Choose
i l i l
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/ * \
m > max «,; then g = Pmg and PJ £ ^ Pnj) = Pmf- So

- E ^ n i / ) | | ^ ||»- Z ̂ , / | | <«•

Therefore Pmf-*g strongly. As the limit is unique, we may define P: V -> L1 by P / = g
for each/eL 1 , with/and 3 related as above. The other statements follow at once.

The following results can be found in [11]. Let Q be a positive contractive projection
on Ll and let I = {Kcz Q : K=S(f),f^ 0,fe@(Q)}. Then

(i) Z is a (T-ring;
(ii) if/e L1 has support contained in a member of Z, then, for all Kel,o, Q(XK/) = XK G/j
(iii) each/e $?(£?) is Z-measurable.

Now let I , = {*;cfi :K=S(f)J^ 0,/e«(/»„)} and define //„ = Pn 1, /1 = PI , Am =
Ci\S(hn) and /4 = Cl\S(h). Then Lemma 2 implies that {An} is an increasing sequence of sets,
and [jAn^ A.

n

LEMMA 4. A = \J An.
n

Proof. We need to show that A^\J An. or, equivalently, f] A'n £ /!'. Since /?„ is Zn-

measurable, there is an increasing sequence {</„,,„}m of Zn-simple functions converging to hn.
Hence PH(gm^XAnd = 9m^P,,XAn-

 a n d - by continuity, Pn(hnnn) = hnPnun- But ?„/;„ =
P2

n\ = Pn\=hn; so /)„ = Pn/;n = PJJI,,XAJ) = ' ^ J ^ . Hence, on A'n, PaX/ln. = 1 a.e. Ox).
But, on An, 0^Pn XAn. ^Pn\=h,, = 0. Hence 0 g PnXAn- = ^ n - ^ //„ a.e. 0i). Therefore
// = lim /;„ ^ xnAn. ^ 0, since the A'n form a decreasing sequence. Hence, on A, X^A,,' — 0 a.e. (//),

or XnAn' ̂  Z/(- T n i s means that f]A'n^ A', i.e., that A^\jAn.

Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume tha t / j^ 0. By the ratio limit theorem, iim(Pn//Prt/i)
n

exists a.e. (^) on /4'. But h is invariant under all the Pn; so the limit is (I/A)limPn/ on /T.
n

Hence l i m P n / exists a.e. (//) on A'. On A, lim(Pn/)(oj) = 0 a.e. (/(); we know that
n n

{co : (Pnf)(a) = 0} 2 An, by Lemma 2. The {An} are increasing to A; so lim (Pn /)(co) = 0 a.e.
n

(JJ.) on y4.

REMARKS.

1. For functions with support contained in S(h), P acts as conditional expectation
operator with respect to 2.

2. The assumption of commutativity is essential in Theorem 3, though the ratio theorem
holds without it. In fact, Lemma 3 does not generalise. Consider Q = [0, 1], & = the Borel
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field, n = Lebesgue measure. Let En be the set of all coeCl with binary expansion co =
• x1x2...xn... such that xn = 0. Then let Pnf=2(^fdfi)xEn. {Pnf} clearly does not
converge strongly for any feL1, but, since {Pnl} converges weakly to 1, it is uniformly
integrable. This example is due to Dona Strauss (oral communication).
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